DUPLEX PLANET HOUR
GLOBAL CELEBRATION
SHORT & SWEET
GET A BOARD!
TRANSPARENT RANDOM-NOISE...
OCHSE BAD PEOPLE HAVE NO SONG
BLACK SUNDAY
PLEASURE
CHELSEA GIRL
PERFECT TEETH
DEBUT
OUT OF TUVA
DROPPING SOULFUL HOUS ON THE...
BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE LTD.
BLEEDING STAR
SOUND OF JOY
WHEN I WAS A BOY
PEEP CITY
HOT HITS AND HOT ONES
THE SONGS OF MY LIFE
UNDERCURRENTS
FICHENKREUZ/ISINABEI
SWEAT N' SOUL
NOT IN KANSAS ANYMORE
CHRYSOPHEELELECTRONIQUE
IGODE OF NIGERIA
EN MAN KOYDO
TIME WAS
LIVE FOR BUZZ
LOH LAND
COUR D'ETAT
KRISTALLNACHT
PURE PLEASURE
COMPOSITIONAL COLLAGE
PHILIP JOHNSTON'S BIG TROUBLE
DESTRUCT ME, LOVER
GUMBO STEW
SOFT BOYS 1976-81
ORBITAL 2
VIRTUOSO / COMPUTER AGE, VOL. 3
GRUNGE LITE
BERNARD HERRMANN FILM SCORES
RAZES DE PELA
VARIOUS
A HEARD OF BEES
HAWA
L'ART VIVANT DE TALIP OZKAN
HOPE LIKE A CANDLE
TRIO PANDELESCU
JUDY DUNAWAY / EVAN GALLAGHER
JARRED UP
MILESTONES
93 STRUGGLE
R&B CONFIDENTIAL NO. 1
MY FIELD TRIP TO PLANET 9
TORTURE GARDEN
DANCE WITH THE ANCESTORS
SOLID BRASS
ESD
ELIPSIS ARTS
GNAJ
SATAN
ELEKTRA
STAAALPLAAT
RUFF HOUSE
AVANT
POLYGRAM
4AD
ELEKTRA
CRAMWORLD
CHRYSALIS
SUB ROSA
MATADOR
DELMARK
REPRISE
TEELSTAR
ACE
FANTASY
STAAALPLAAT
FUNF UND VIERZIG
ATLANTIC
IMAGO
LE CHANT DU MONDE
MUSIC OF THE WORLD
REAL WORLDS
ERI
TIELSTAR
STAAALPLAAT
SOLEIMMOON
EVA
VIRGIN
GKM
BLACK SANT
TRANCE SYNDICATE
ACE
RYKO DISC
FFRR
CENTAUR
C/Z
MILAN
CELLULOID
MUSIC OF THE WORLD
AJAX
AVUIDIS
HARMONIA MUNDI
DARK VINYL
SILEX
AMF
K
ONE WAY
ONCE SOUND
FLAIR
QWEST
SHIMMY DISC
CHAMELEON
DISCHORD
Medium Airplay

VARIOUS
MOTT THE HOOPLE
KRONOS QUARTET
ZANE MASSEY
JOHN HIATT
UNWOUND
BAJOUROU
ANU KOITA
TERMINALS
LUNGFISH
JOHN LURIE NATIONAL ORCHESTRA
MAHOTELLA QUEENS, MAHLATHINI
NINA SIMONE
OZRIC TENTACLES
OGLEN VELEZ W/ HOWARD LEVY
VARIOUS
TAVAGNA
SOUNDTRACK
ED BLACKWELL
HEIDI BERRY
SMOG
NULL & O'BOURKE
FLAT DUO JETS
BLACK TAPE FOR A BLUE GIRL
DAVE SOLDIER
AMORPHOUS ANDROGYNOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
ABDULLAH IBRAHIM
VARIOUS
CASPER BROTZMAN MASSAKER
JOHN PRINE
KING KONG
MARK WHITECAGE & LIQUID TIME
LIGHTIN' HOPKINS
ASTOR PIAZZOLLA
THELONIOUS MONK
DENTISTS
MOOKO
FARAFINA
THE SAME
JOHN MARTYN
MONOMEN
PEOPLES OF NYANZA
PIERRE BOSWILLWALD
BANA O.X.
SMOG
CONINTO CESPEDES
ULTRAMAGNETIC MC'S
PAPA RUE
MANDIBLE CHATTER
EARL HOOKER
ELVIN JONES & T. TANAKA
VELOCITY GIRL
VARIOUS
CLOCKDYA
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
WILSON PICKETT
WILDER
UMAR BIN HASSAN
CARLOS GUASTAVORINO
JIMMIE DALE GILMORE
SPENCER BARFIELD
VERSUS
SPACE STREAKINGS
JOEY BARON
EZRA SIMS
K. SUBRAMANIAM & T. SANKARAN
FOUR MEN & A DOG
RASCALS
VARIOUS
SWEET SERIES
VARIOUS
NAGL / NOVOTNY / STANGL
JNDRICH FELD
ELVIN JONES
GIBSON BROS.
DOUGHBROS
MALACHI THOMPSON
BOSTON

AFRICA FETE
BALLAD OF MOTT
GORECKI STRING QUARTETS 1,2
BRASS KNUCKLES
LOVE GETS STRANGE
FAKE TRAIN
BIG STRING THEORY
SONGS OF PRASE
TOUCH
RAINBOWS FROM ATOMS
MEN WITH STICKS
PUTTING ON THE LIGHT
A SINGLE WOMAN
JURASSIC SLEEP
BORDER STATES
CALL IT ANYTHING
A CAPELLA
LIKE WATER FOR CHOCOLATE
WHAT IT IS
HEIDI BERRY
JULIUS CAESAR
NEW KIND OF WATER
WHITE TREES
THIS LUSH GARDEN...
APOTHEOSIS OF JOHN BROWN
TALES OF EPHIDRINA
TRANCE - TRENDO EXPRESS
FASTER & LOUDER VOL. 1
NO FEAR, NO DIE
HAVE A NICE DAY VOL. 12
KOKOSOFEN
GREAT DAYS
FUNNY FARM
MARK WHITECAGE & LIQUID TIME
SITTIN' IT WITH
LAUSANNE CONCERT
CRUISE - CROSS
POWDERED LOBSTER FIASCO
JAPAN CONCERTS
FASO DENOU
DOING THE DON'T
NO LITTLE BOY
BENT PAGES
MUSIQUE DU NYANZA KENYA
CHRYSOPHEE ELECTRONIQUE
BAKITANI
LIES INC.
UNA SOLA CASA
TWO BROTHERS WITH CHECKS
LIEBERASTON
DRINKING OUT THE HOURGLASS
YOUR GUITAR MR. HOOKER
WHEN I WAS AT ASO-MOUNTAIN
VELOCITY GIRL
MALOUF TUNISIEN
SIGN
MISSISSIPPI DELTA BLUES JAM #2
SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY VOL. 2
THE EXCITING WILSON PICKETT
THE FIFTY'S R&B VOCAL GROUPS
BE BOP OR BE DEAD
LAS PUERTAS DE LA MANANA
SPINNING AROUND THE SUN
XENOGENESIS
LETS ELECTRIFY
HATSU - KOI
TONGUE IN GROOVE
MICROTINAL MUSIC OF EZRA SIMS
SUNAROMA
SHIFTING GRAVEL
VERY BEST OF THE RASCALS
SWEET RELIEF
BROKEDICK CAR
WELCOME TO THE FUTURE
LUNATIC FRINGE
SYMPHONY #1
VERY RARE
MEMPHIS SOL TODAY
CRUSH
LIFT EVERY VOICE!
I WAS RAZED ROUND BLACK FOLK

MANGO
COLUMBIA
NONSEUCH
DELMARK
RHINO
KILL ROCK STAES
GREEN LINNET
STERN'S MUSIC
TURBULENCE
DISCHORD
MADE TO MEASURE
HANIBAL
ELEKTRA
IRE
INTERWORLD
INTUTION
SILEX
MILAN
ENIA
4AD
DRAG CITY
DARK VINYL
SKY
PROJEKT
NEWPORT CLASSIC
ASTRALWAYS
POW WOW
RHINO
ENIA
RHINO
HOMESTEAD
RHINO
DRAG CITY
ACOUSTICS
MAINSTREAM
MILAN
COLUMBIA
HOMESTEAD
CELLULOID
REALWORLD
RIFT
MESA
ESTRUS
HARMONIA MUNDI
HARMONIA MUNDI
STERKVS MUSIC
MACHINERY
GREEN LINNET
WILD PITCH
MELODIE MAKERS
GRANT MILLER
BLACK TOP
ENIA
SLUMBERLAND
INEDIT
CARGO
ARHOLIE
RHINO
ATLANTIC
FLAIR
AXE
NEW ALBION
ELEKTRA
SB
REMORA
CHANDEL HOUSE
JMT
CRI
MUSIC OF THE WORLD
GREEN LINNET
RHINO
SONY
TAANG
EPIC
EXTRAPLATTE
PRAHA
EVIDENCE
SYMPATHY
A & M
DELMARK
BOSTON
COMPACT D'AFRIQUE
GOODNIGHT MY LOVE
GERRY MULLIGAN AND ANNE ROSS
GOD'S MONKEY RETROSPECTIVE
HAPINESS
COMPLETE ANTHOLOGY
ELECTRONIC DANCE MUSIC
SKINNY ELVIS
ILE AYE
FUCKED UP INSIDE
JONATHAN SINGS
KATE & ANNA MCGARRIGLE
LAST OF THE ANGELS
THE OUTER LIMITS
CREATOR
MAN OR ASTRO - MAN
HEARTBREAK
A DAY IN THE STARK CORNER
CANCONS
PEACE TOGETHER
LIVE IN PITTSBURGH
SPANISH
JUST STOMPIN'
DUKE PEACOCK'S GREATEST
WHY ARE PEOPLE GLEeful ?
AT THE RIVERS EDGE
THIS SHOULD NOT BE
BUSTIN' SURFBOARDS
MONGO AT THE VILLAGE GATE
LOVE & TRUST
ARETHA ARRIVES
SWIM AWAY
APPALACHIAN SWING!
AZERBAIJAN
14 SHOTS TO THE BONE
PAJAMA PARTY
LASH
BEST OF
NEW CHAMBER & SOLO MUSIC
LET'S HANG OUT
VOLUME 7
GIANT STEPS
ROLL WITH THA FLAVA
THE ULTIMATE COLLECTION
SINGING IN THE BATHTUB
ENDSVILLE
LEROY JENKINS LIVE
ALARMS AND EXCERNSIONS
DU HUSKERS
THE ANGEL IN THE HOUSE
SHRUNKENHEAD
HIGH AS A KITE
16 MOST REQUESTED SONGS
ALL THESE THINGS
UNKNOWN ROAD
OU BIOSPHERES & SACRED GROOVES
VERY BEST OF
STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART
SURFING ON SINE WAVES
ROOTS RAGGA
THE FIRST DAY
LOVE SONGS FROM THE LUBRITORY
I, VI, VI
HOMETOWN BLUES
BEAMING CONTRASTS
HE - FI SCI - FI
PEYI MOWEN
LOUD SOUNDS DOPA
ONCE MORE WITH FELLING
MUSIC FOR THE PROLETARIAT
COWBOY IN EDEN
GLOBE STYLE
FLAIR
SLIME
VIRGIN
CAPITOL
SLASH
CREED
TOUCH AND GO
CELLULOID
DEDICATED
SIRE
HANNIBAL
TAANG
MCA
TAANG
ESTRUS
HANNIBAL
PROJEKT
AUVIDIS
ISLAND
SSS
SUMMERSHINE
GRAMAVISION
MCA
MATADOR
SUNDAZED
TRIPLE X
SUNDAZED
BATTLE
DEADISC
ATLANTIC
ANTONE'S
ROUNDER
ODORA
DEF JAM
TIM KERR RECORDS
TOUCH AND GO
MANGO
CRI
VERVE
VOLUME
CREATION
FLAVOR UNIT
RHINO
SHANACHIE
C / Z
BLACK SAINT
NEW WORLD
SYNAPSE
ELEKTRA
HEADHUNTER
CAROLINE
COLUMBIA
POGUS
EPITAPH
KK
RHINO
HI
WARP
RAS
VIRGIN
RAW ENERGY
GERN BLAUSDEN
MAINSTREAM
NEW ALBION
CHAMELEON
MELODIE MAKERS
CHARNEL HOUSE
HIGH TONE
ALLIED
CRI
FLAT BROKE
DIGGING IN
BLUES MASTERS VOL. 5
WAY OUT WEST VOL. 2
PLATINUM JAZZ
FUMBLE / BANGING THE DRUM
NEON
ONE THOUSAND SCREAMS
FUTUR RHYTHMS
BECOME WHAT YOU ARE
SO I MARRIED AN AXE MURDERER
THE FAMILIAR
DROP
765
FLOW GOES THE UNIVERSE
THE REAL UNDERGROUND
BURNDING BLUE SOUL
TET ENSEM
RIO NIGHTS
CRASH
GOSPEL TRUTH
_FAR GONE
ALTERED BEAST
KNOCK YER BLOCK OFF
LOVE HELD LIGHTLY
VEHENEMENTS
IN DOUBLE LIGHT
LIVE 6’24:93
DOUBLE-HEADED SERPENT
CORAL SEA
TIME'S END
DANCEHALL ROUGHNECK
VAN FULL OF PAKISTANS
BUGS
THE ULTIMATE CARMEN MACRAE
G02ZAN0
IT'S FOOD AT BEST
LET'S FINISH THE JOB
LIVE IN JAPAN
ENSEMBLE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WET HILLS AND BIG WHEELS
HIGHER OCTAVE COLLECTION
THE MORNUNG DEW
CLEAR TO HIGHER TIME
ELECTRONIC SONATA
PETT LEVELS
PERSONAL CRIME
HANG'EM HIGH
SIAMESE DREAM
TATER COMES ALIVE
FLUSE
KILL THE MEMORY
INDOCTRINATION
POETIC JUSTICE
COMPASSION
2000 YEARS OF INDECISION
PRODUCT OF OUR GREED
FIUNA
SELECTOR'S CHOICE
ONE BORN EVERY MINUTE
JAH WORKS
SMACK BUNNY BABY
FAMILY AFFAIR
JEWEL
CERYL CRYSTAL CROSSING BORDERS
KALIFORNIA
HATING BRENTA
DREAMLAND
PIG CITY
LOVEBUBBLE
PATIENCE
LET'S MAKE THE WENER KID ...
DEAD DOG
BILL
HUMAN DESOLATION
HATS OFF TO THE INJANE
SOCA CARNIVAL
ONE ROOM COUNTRY SHACK
BANKS OF THE SHANNON
THE PIGEON IS THE MOST ...
CELLULOID
TAANG
SHANACHIE
ENIA
ENIA
ROADRUNNER
KK
VIRGIN
LSR
A & M
EMPTY
POLARIS
LIB. OF CONGRESS
ALIAS
EVIDENCE
ENIA
WAX TRAX
EVIDENCE
EVIDENCE
EVIDENCE
RHINO
WARP
EPIC
WIDE
BEACON
NEW WORLD
ALIAS
CROATIA
MEGAFORCE
RADIKAL & CRITIQUE
ALL SAINTS
KILL ROCK STARS
GILLMAN DEAVILLE
COLUMBIA
KK RECORDS
METAL BLADE
CKI
WAGON WHEEL
RADIKAL & CRITIQUE
WARNER BROS.
SHIMMY DISC
GASOLINE ALLEY
RED
GREEN LINNET
COLUMBIA
CLEAN
BLACK SAINT
CRUZ
TWIN TONE
MELODIE
EMPTY
KK RECORDS
SUSSTONES
BULLSEYE
ROUNDER
HIGH TONE
HAY HOLLER
GYROSCOPE
THIRSTY EAR
SLASH
EVIDENCE
FLYING FISH
FAST FOLK
FLAIR
SOHO SOUNDS
ELECTRIC FIST
GOOD INTENTIONS
GREEN LINNET
PRIVATE MUSIC
NEW ALBION
NIGHTHAWK
MELLODI KICKERS
MAINSTREAM
INVISIBLE
WARNER BROS.
EPIC
TELARC
TELARC
KOKOPOL
AMREP
GREEN LINNET
SPECIALTY

Light Aisleplay Continued

HEARTBREAKERS
SPORE
PAUL CEAR & MILWAUKIES
HENNY BALDWIN
ASSOCIATION URBANIQUE
BLACK TRAIN JACK
VARIUS
UB 40
SISTER DOUBLE HAPPINESS
DOUGHOYS
CRACKERBASH
WATER SHED
VARIUS
GIGOLO AUNTS
ED KELLY & PHARAH SANDERS
BOOKER ERVIN
BLACK DOG PRODUCTIONS
PROJECT G-7
JON FADDIS & BILLY HARPER
JERRY GRANELLI
VARIUS
VARIUS
BAD BRAINS
MGZ
PENDRAGON
VARIUS
X-TAL
MAIKE
TRIBE AFTER TRIBE
SHABBA RANKS
VARIUS
BRATMOBILE
DARCE DEAVILLE
BOO RADLEY
HALO
MOUTH
SCOTT CHAMBER PLAYERS
PAUL COLLINS BAND
SHABBA RANKS
BILL MILLER
WHEN PEOPLE WERE SHORTER
SATIVA LIVBOX
RAY MANTILLA
MOLONEY / O'DONNELL / EGAN
THE HANG UPS
KESHAVAN MASLAK W/ PAUL BLEY
JIM GINN
SLIM DUNLAP
CESARIA EVORA
KILL SYBIL
SLOPPY WRENCHBODY
GOTICS
CHAMPION JACK DUPREE
NATHAN AND THE ZYDECO CHAS
VARIUS
GILLIS BROTHERS & THEIR HARD
BRIAN ENO
SMALL BALL PAUL
GRANT LEE BUFFALO
GOODPELLAS
AUSTIN LOUNGE LIZARDS
VARIUS
LITTLE GEORGE SMITH
ROC & KATO
JOE CANZANO
PORCHUPINES
THE HOUSE BAND
TOOTS THIELEMANS
ROY WHELDEN
MURDER CITY PLAYERS
MAGNUM BAND
CLARK TERRY & BOB BROOKMEYER
VARIUS
VARIUS
OTTMAR LIEBERT & LUNA NEGRA
JOE PASS
JUNIOR WELLS
EDDIE AUTONNEER
CHOKEDOIRE
MARTIN HAYES
LESTER WILLIAMS

BLEN
SPORE
THAT UNHIGED THING
ISLANDS
DON'T LOOK BACK
NO REWARD
ELECTRIP COMPILATION
FROMMENTS AND LIES
UNCUT
SHINE
TIN TOY
DUCK BILL HAMMER
SONGS & BALLADS OF AMERICAN
FULL-ON BLOOM
ED KELLY & PHARAH SANDERS
LAMENT FOR BOOKER ERVIN
BYTES
TRIBUTE TO WES MONTGOMERY
JON & BILLY
A SONG I THOUGHT I HEARD BUDDY
BLUES MASTERS VOL. 9
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
RISE
SEMPRE E VELOCE
PASSAGE TO NEW ENGLAND
ZOOZ ZOOP ZOOZ
GOODLUCK
RAZDOR
LOVE UNDER WILL
NO COMPETITION
MUSIC OF DIANOS
POUTOUTH
THE LAST HITCHHIKER ...
LAZARUS
JAG / EYE VELOCITY
FOREWORD
SCOTT CHAMBER PLAYERS
FROM TOWN TO TOWN
NO COMPETITION
RED ROSES
BILL KENNEDY'S SHOWTIME
BELOVED SATELLITE
HANDBS OF FIRE
3 WAY STREET
GIVE A MONKEY A BRAIN
COMIN' THROUGH
NOT TO BE A STAR
GETTING EVEN
THE OLD NEW ME
MAR AZUL
KILL SYBIL
13 MOONS
MONSTERS
ONE LAST TIME
FOLLOW ME CHICKEN
KILLA SOUND
SUNSHINE IN THE SHADOWS
NEROLI
SMALL BALL PAUL
BLUE PLATE SPECIAL
GOODPELLAS
PAINT ME VELVET
THE OLD VIENNA TAPES VOL 2
HARMONICA ACE
LIVE & DIRECT FROM THE DIGITAL
RIOT ON SPAGHETTI DRIVE
SWIRL
GROUNDWORK
BRASIL PROJEKT VOL. 2
GALAX
POWER STRUGGLE
DPE
POWER OF POSITIVE SWINGING
CAN YOU SEE IT YET?
WARNER WESTERN SAMPLER VOL. 2
HOURS BETWEEN NIGHT & DAY
MY SONG
BETTER OFF WITH THE BLUES
SIMMER
MOTIONLESS
MARTIN HAYES
I CAN'T LOSE WITH THE...
LIGHT AIRPLAY CONTINUED

DELROY WILSON
NORA MORALES
EXCESS BLEEDING HEART
3 GRAND
BREED
SPALDING GRAY
NATIONAL RAZOR
TRANSCEND
WIPE OUT SKATERS
JAYA
GERALD LEVINSON
EDDIE HARRIS FUNK PROJECT
JANET JACKSON
KLEWMAN
JOHNNY CONTINENTAL
I SPEAK JIVE
ANESTHESIA
AUGUST SONS
SHELTER
FRED HEISS
VARIOUS
DEACON BLUE
VARIOUS
KINKY MACHINE
HANG UPS
BEAVER CREEK
DRAK KING
MR. JONES AND THE PREVIOUS
LAUGHING SANDS DICE
BLUE MITCHELL
JUSTIN HINDS
JANE GILLMAN
VARIOUS
DEBORAH HARRY
CLUTCH
GINGER BAKER

SPECIAL
MAMBO WITH NORA
SILVERY
BUCK WILD
GOTTA GET MINE
TERRORS OF PLEASURE
STEM OF THORNS
ROOM 101
REVENGE IS A RIGHT
WHEN I'M AVAILABLE
MUSIC OF GERALD LEVINSON
LISTEN HERE
JANET
INTO THE TOMB
FIRST CONTINENTAL CONGRESS
DEATH COOKIE E.P.
ANESTHESIA
SONNETS AND PARABLES
ATTAINING THE SUPREME
SWEET THUNDER
NYC BADMEN
WHATEVER YOU SAY, SAY NOTHING
SOUND ODYSSEY
KINKY MACHINE
HE'S AFTER ME
HAVING A WONDERFUL TIME
JAZZ MONSTER
IN SEARCH OF THE HUNDREDTH MONK
PEAKING IN BABYLON
GRAFFITI BLUES
KNOW IAH BETTER
JANE GILLMAN
CALIFORNIA CYBER CRASH COMP.
DEBRUAVATION
TRANSNATIONAL SPEEDWAY LEAGUE
UNSEEN RAIN

RAS
SLIME
BUBBLE SOUND
3Q
WRAP
GANG OF SEVEN
SILENT SCREAM
DOGHOUSE
MONDO
LEFLAK-MOELIS
CRI
ENJA
VIRGIN
LOST MOMENT
NOTOCHORD
MISSION
ANESTHESIA
EYES IN THE WOODS
EQUAL VISION
CAPRI
STEP SUN
COLUMBIA
CS
OXYGEN
CLEAN
PINECASTLE
DRAK KING
CITY LIMITS
QUADMIRED
MAINSTREAM
NIGHTHAWK
GREEN LINNET
SEMAPHORE
SIRE
EAST WEST
DAY EIGHT MUSIC

CASSETTES
POAMOLA
EX + TOM CORA
THE THANES
VARIOUS
JOWE HEAD
PAUL RICHARDS
NUTLEY BRASS
GEORGE ELLIOTT
JORDI DAVIS
CRAIG SILVER
DONALD KNAACK
GRETCHEN PHILLIPS
JET SCREAMER
FLAMENCO A GO GO
LOGS IN THE MAINSTREAM
TOAD THEATER
NORTHERN MACHINE
MOW
VARIOUS
NON FINIRE MAI
OVERFLOW

MAY I TAKE A BATH?
AND THE WEATHERMEN SHRUG THEIR
DEMO TAPE
HARDCORE ACOUSTIC
HOLLOW PLANET MUSIC
PAUL'S TAPE
NUTLEY BRASS
LOVING KINDNESS
STARS AND SONOS
WHAT'S WRONG WITH THE WEATHER?
REMNANTS OF YOUNGER DAYS
WELCOME TO MY WORLD
JET SCREAMER
FLAMENCO A GO GO
SAMPLER FOR WFMU
RIVER OOF HEADS
A BROKEN MOLD
SURE
FREE SMOKIN' MUSIC
DOCUMENT "DRAMA"
DOROTHY

SPARROW
EX
DEMO
SHRIMPER
JOWE HEAD
DEMO
DOG EARED MUSIC
GEORGE ELLIOTT
SHRIMPER
AMERICAN NOVELTY
MENIL MUSIC
GRETCHEN PHILLIPS
JET SCREAMER
SHUHAKA / ASADA
DEMO
TOAD THEATER
SPH
MOW
PROFILE
DYNAMO
CROATIA
BAD WORD FOR A GOOD THING
CANNONBALL
WHAT KIND OF MONSTER ARE YOU?
SHAKERR
NEVER DREAM AT ALL
ANSWER ME
NITRO EXPRESS
MAN-SIZE
SELF-CENTERED GIRL
CHILE DE ARBO
ATOMIC ACTION
3/4 TIME
HERE THEY COME
BREACKDOWN
MESSAGE TO MAISE
MOON FACED MAN
OXY 5
CROSSOVER
WILL YOU LOVE ME TOMORROW
BAM BAM
NICKEL BAGS
JENNY ONSOLINE
JULY
AUGUST
BOW WOW WOW
APRIL MARCH
HALF PAST YOU
OF MAN
NUTTIN' TO LOSE
MY SISTER
TRUST ME
THINK
LITTLE PINK MEDICINE
I'M POSSESSED WITH MY LOOKS
DISGRACELAND
SUNNY BEAUTY
A TRIP TO YOUR TONGSIL
AIN'T NO SUNSHINE
COOL
SPORT FISHIN' ACCESSORIES
OSCILLATOR E.P.
HEMISPHERES
KAPUT
YOU'RE NOT COMING HOME
SEM-HOLOGRAPHIC STEREO
IN FRISCO
AT THE SOUND OF SPEED
LOSING
BORN LOSER
FOREIGN ROOM
HAPPY RAIN
MAKE YOU CRAWL
DOUBLE SINGLE
PURPOSE IN MY LIFE
CANCER
NO EQUAL / PSYCHO DWARF
EMMAS THREAD
TOKYO FM SESSION
JAZZ MONSTER
ALRIGHT
WHEAT PENNY
JUST HAPPY TO BE HERE
RISE
I COULD SEE THE SMALLEST THING
JUNKDRAWER
CONCRETE
SLIPPING
MOVIE TONIGHT ?
HIT PICKLES
9 IN THE SHADE
HORSE DOCTOR
PAYDAY
ACID GROOVY KILL THE PIGS
FEAR OF CHINA
LONG HAIR & TATTOOS
WESTSIDE STORY
WORTHLESS
NECKOOGONEMOTRY
LOVE VEIN
SUCKS
A SHADE SHADY ( NOW FRANCE )

TELSSTAR
ELEKTRA
DISCHORD
MATADOR
SEED
AMARILLO
NUF SED
ISLAND
TELSSTAR
AJAX
CONSTANT CHANGE
Hi - BALL
ESTRUS
TOMMY BOY
MATADOR
CAT'S PAW
OYO
AJAX
M. Y. NATION
BIG HEAT
PENDULUM
ELEKTRA
SIMPLE MACHINES
SIMPLE MACHINES
IMMORTAL
KOKOPOL
SUBPOP
TRAVELERS
TUFF BREAK
MAMMOTH
CHRYSALIS
SHANG
TELSSTAR
TFR
ALT TENTACLES
MAMMOTH
NUF SED
MERCURY RECORDS
SPINART
CARGO
EATING BLUR
MICMAC
SKIN GRAFT
TOMMY BOY
PADDY WAGON
AMARILLO
SPINART
OGIIT
RUFF HOUSE
SING FAT RECORDS
EATING BLUR
DBC
KK RECORDS
PEEL GOOD ALL OVER
CAMPA
RELATIVITY
CAVITY SEARCH
AMREP
TRIXIE
RUFF HOUSE
BENTOWN
C / Z
SING FAT RECORDS
SHRUMPER
SPINART
RAINFOREST
DIRT
PEED BAG
DIAMANTE NEGRO
IN THE RED
SKIN GRAFT
BEEPS
RELIABLE
JOHANN'S FACE
ODYSSEY
EASTWIND
SLICE
AMARILLO
BIG TOM CAT
ROUND THE GLOBE
TOMMY BOY

Singles
FRIGGS
BREEDERS
SLANT 6
YO LA TENG
NIGHTBLOOMS
ANTON LAVEY
CLOITER
F I HARVEY
LYRES
MOUNTAIN GOATS
VARIUS
COCAINE
M A BONES
DE LA SOUL
RAILROAD JERK
CAT'S PAW
VARIUS
PETER JEFFERIES / KIROY
SHIRK CIRCUS
SISTER NANCY
DIGABLE PLANETS
STEREBLAB
VARIUS
VARIOUS
FUNKDOOBIEST
APRIL MARCH
LUV BATTERY
TRAVELERS INSURANCE COMPANIES
DRED SCOTT
JULIANA HATFIELD THREE
GURU
PATRA
SWINGIN' NECK BREAKERS
BUNNY BRAINS
ZENI GEVA
VANILLA TRASHWRECK
WORLD OF POOH
DOUGIE DEE
THROW THAT BEAT IN THE ...
SHADOWY MEN ON A ...
PIVOT
DWS
SHORTY
CROOBOOK GARDEN
VARIUS
POP - O - PIES
BOO RADLEY'S
LOVE APACHES
DMX
AMINATURA
7 SECONDS
UNCLE WIGGILY
HALO / PSYCHIC WARRIORS ...
ALTERNATIVE TV
YOUTH GONE MAD
BEATNUTS
CONTROL FREAK
HELMET
DRAG KING
KRIS KROSS
TACKLE BOX
THE LEMONS
HALO
SALBANDO
FLOWER GANG
NEW BAD THINGS
GUNDER
9 - IRON
SPIT MUFFINS
BASSHOLES
MAMA TANK
COTTON MATER
JOE CHRIST & BIGGER THAN GOD
OBIVION
SUPERNOVA
YOTO
KEROSENE
FAXED HEAD
WAYNE
KMFDM
RUPAUL
I FORGOT MY BLANKET
LITTLE KID
DRE DAY / LIL' GHETTO BOY
ITS ON
SOUNDELIC SAMPLER
I CAN'T WAIT
A PROCLAIMED MARCUS
JUST ANOTHER VICTIM
STAPLES BELL
WHACKED IN WACO
NODULE
THE VOICE
HOW I'M COMING
NEVER
EXPECTANT
THE PAINKILLING Beggars
THEE FRIENDSHIP VILLAGE
STAY REAL
SODA JERK
CRUSH
FORK LIFT TEST
LEARNING COMPROMISE
CIGARETTES
AM I GONNA...
PROTECT YA NECK / METHOD MAN
SKELETON MAN
NEVER LOSE THAT FEELING
INSIDE THE EYE
SOFT HAND
465
PHANTASMAGORIA
EVERYBODY HURTS
NO TENEMOS MAS TEMPO
IF
OM
STUCK IN MY THROAT
GO OFF
MO' FLOWS ON
MEGA MEDLEY
HARD CORE
MIDDLE GROUND
WILL IT CHANGE
TWISTER
SHE CAME DOWN
TURNTABLE TERROR TRAX
SUNDAY MORNING
EAT YOUR HEART OUT
LOG O' POOP
BUMPIN'
WE GET BUZY'D
ON THE RUN
BLACK TOGETHA
DROP TOP
ABOVE ME
STAY AWAY FOR A WHILE
BEEF RESCUE MISSION NO. 43
RIDE EM' HIGH
MR. FROTHAN
SOMETHING FIERCE
THE PRICE OF LOVE WORLD.
GHOST
MUGGS
BEFORE CUTTING BANDS
METHYL VIOLET
A MILLION PIECES
RIBBON IN A HURRICANE
LIFE IS BUT
ANDY'S MAGOT
HAPPY
HEY GOD, STOP PUSHING
MEATY GREEDY
HEYWARD
ALL AMERICAN GIRL
TRASH PARK
DO YOU WANNA HEAR IT?
ROLL OVER PLEASE
A HOE
TROUBLENECK WRECK
TEEN GUITARS
SUICIDE RIDE
ENEMY IN ME
YOUR NOT COMING

ELEKTRA
EPIC
INTERSCOPE
TOMMY BOY
CAPITOL
THRILL JOCKEY
EAST WEST
IMMORTAL
POSING TOAD
PSYCHO TEDDY
SKIN GRAFT
PAISLEY PARK
COLUMBIA
LOW
ALT. TENTACLES
HAPPY TRAILS
KILL ROCK STARS
CHAOS
BEGGARS BANQUET
CREATION
AMARILLO
ALLIED
NUF RED
EAST WEST
LOVE
BEANTOWN
CREATION
CRUZ
THEOLOGIAN
CHOKER
NUTRIX
WARNER BROS.
WARNER BROS.
*Virgin
MICMAC
LIQUID VINYL
SHAKIN' CHIHUAHUA
STEP RUN
REPRISE
BREADRUST LEAF
TOP DRAWER
CHANGING WORLD
FUNDER BUNK
EAST WEST
SLIME
REPRISE
ROUND THE GLOBE
SOUL PIT
NEXT PLATEAU
ROWDY
COLD CHILLIN'
CAPITOL
AMERICAN
ROAD RUNNER
SPINART
OXO
MOVIN' FAST
BOAT
SUMMERSHINE
QUEST
POW WOW
RAIN FOREST
GLOBE COMMODITIES
ANTI-MUSIC RECORDS
BIFFCO
LIQUID MEAT
DELERIUM
NO LABEL
GRID
FOOT LONG
ROWDY
HALF BAKED
IMP
TWO PETERS
BIG BEAT
HAPPY TRAILS
HARVEY O
STEPSUN
MUGSHOT
HOMESTEAD
RELATIVITY
AMREP
Wfmu broadcasts 24 hours a day, 365 days a year to Northern New Jersey and about 2/3 of New York City. Records, CD's, and tapes submitted for airplay are first auditioned by the hard-working / hard-drinking music department. Generally about 1/2 of the 150 or so recordings we receive each week become landfill. The good ones are made available to our 60 volunteer DJ's, who program whatever they happen to like. After 4 weeks in the "new bin", the actual number of plays for each album is tallied and we compile the playlist you now hold.

Wfmu News...

In October, we held our first ever Benefit Record Fair (with live broadcasts) at the Elk's Lodge in Hoboken. Hardly anyone left the place without their arms full of vinyl. Collecting $3 admission, renting tables to record dealers, selling t-shirts, records, coffee, sandwiches and lots of beer, we raised over $15,000! Our engineer promptly spent this on new equipment within 4 hours. Stay tuned for details on our second Record Fair coming in the Spring....Look for liner notes by WFMU's Hound on the new "Okeh Rhythm & Blues Story" boxed set out now on Sony...Rhino has put out a 2 volume hardcore retrospective (boy do I feel old!) with liner notes by our own Johan Kugelberg, who hosts WFMU's "Cocktail Hour", a program of 50's and 60's easy listening music - I guess he's getting old too...